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precis ct caucuses to be
testing ground for youth
TomHintgen
This coming Tuesday (Feb.
22) marks the beginning of the
political process for 1972. At 8
p.m. the precinct caucuses for
Minnesota Republicans and
Democrats begin.
MSC students have a chance
to participate in the process this
year. For four years many
people have said the political
process had to be opened up for
the young and minority groups.
The caucuses Tuesday will be
a testing ground to see if the
young and minority groups will
participate in the precincts
across the state of Minnesota.
(The map of the city of
Moorhead shows the various
wards and precincts in the city
— and the other story related to
the caucuses gives the various
locations for the meetings).
A person may participate in
only one political caucus
Tuesday (either Republican or
Democrat). And he must attend
the caucus for his or her par
ticular ward and precinct.
Any person who is 18 years old
or older by Nov. 7, 1972, a U.S.
citizen, and a resident in his or
her precinct for at least 30 days
may participate. Such a person
need not be a registered voter at
the time of the caucuses.
MSC students have a chance
to become nominated and
elected as delegates to county
conventions. From there
delegates are elected to
district , state and national
conventions.
Caucus resolutions can also
be proposed and acted upon
Tuesday. Discussions on
resolutions gives citizens a
chance to know where others
stand on the war, the economy
and other important issues.
There are over 3,000 precincts
in Minnesota. The city of
Moorhead has eight precincts,
two in each of the four wards.
The McGovern-Fraser
Commission of the Democratic
party was formed to insure that
significant minorities will
receive a number of delegates
proportional to their strength.
At the recent Now or Never
New Voters' Conference in
Minneapolis, Rep. William
Frenzel (R-Minn.) said two per
cent of the people in the United
States pick candidates and
make the issues. He urged
young people to become in
volved in the 1972 caucuses.
This year youth have the
power to help decide such issues
as who the next president will
be, whether 18 or 20 year olds
have full rights, whether drug
abusers go to jails or hospitals,
whether an issue is worth
d ying for, etc.
And this year youth have the
power to make their views
known. But they must act NOW.
And NOW is Tuesday, Feb. 22.

Senate asks
if Band donation
fully authorized
Coni Hanson
Once again the Music
Department was a big topic of
conversation at a Student
Senate meeting.
It all started innocently
enough when Senator Vicki
Bertrand introduced a motion to
allocate the Stage Band $250 for
travel expenses for their up
coming trip to Eau Clair,
Wisconsin for a college band
festival.
But the Stage Band had
already been given its travel
appropriations when the Senate
made out its budget last spring.
When the Senate questioned
Stage Band representative
Mary Neis, she explained that
the money they would use for
this trip had been appropriated
from their budget by Dr. Don
Key, chairman of the Music
Department, to help pay for last
fall's Don Ellis concert.
(The concert was cosponsored by SUPB, Series for
the Performing Arts and the
Stage Band. The Stage Band's
contribution was $1,250.)
Right now the Band's account
stands "somewhere around
zero," stated Mary, and the
Band needs the additional
money. She also informed the

Senate that Dr. Key never
asked the Stage Band if he could
use their money to sponsor the
contest. He just took it and told
them about it later, she in
dicated.
Senator Phil Powell called for
a five-minute recess to get in
touch with Dr. Key to make sure
the facts were straight.
Dr. Key responded to the
entire idea with surprise. He
savs he had no idea the Stage
Band would even be going to the
Senate with a request for
money.
He also emphasized that,
from now on, all budget
requests would first have to be
okayed by him before they
could be acted upon.
When Senators reconvened,
they passed the motion to give
the band the money, along with
the amendments strongly
suggesting the Music Depart
ment repay the Senate the $250
and that Dr. Key come to the
next Senate meeting and do
some explaining of the
department's budget.
When the ADVOCATE spoke
with Dr. Key the day after the
Senate meeting, he said Owen
Clark, director of the Stage
Band, had not contacted him
about any additional money
requests.
He also claimed he ap
proached the Stage Band in
advance about co-sponsoring
the Ellis concert and "they
agreed."
Dr. Key stated that "it is not
the Don Ellis Concert" that
caused the shortage in travel
funds. He preferred not to go
any further in his explanation
because of outside cir
cumstances.

subgroups
A&B
draft safe
Registrants in either
Subgroup A or Subgroup B of
the Extended Priority Group
(EPSG) will be safe from the
draft after March 31, 1972,
according to Don Atkinson,
MSC draft counselor.
Selective Service has an
nounced that no one will be
drafted during the first three
months of 1972 and those
members of the EPSG who
received induction orders
during this time will have them
cancelled.
Atkinson also suggests that
men who are members of
Subgroup A or B of EPSG and
who are in the process of ap
pealing their draft status
conceal their appeals before
March 31, if they wish to remain
safe from the draft.
Registratrants in Subgroups A
or B are automatically ex
tended.

Moorhead City Map shows the
boundry lines that specify the city's
eight precincts. Qualified voters in next
November's general election who wish
to attend a Republican or DFL precinct
caucus Tuesday attend that meeting
which serves the precinct in which they
live. (i.e. MSC dormitory residents live
in the 1st Precinct of the 4th Ward. If
they wish to attend the DFL caucus,

they should go to ltooin IVi Bridges Hall
on campus. If they wish to attend the
Republican caucus, they should gotothe
Moorhead Armory.) Most buildings
noted on map are polling places and not
caucus meeting places. Boundry lines
dividing wards and precincts run down
the center of the street or avenue
designated.
See story on Page 8 for more details
on caucus sites.

Men who turned 20 in 1971,
lost their deferment late in 1971,
and have lottery numbers under
125 are in Subgroup B of the
EPSG. Men who turned 20 in
1970, lost their deferment late in
1970, and have lottery numbers
lower than the highest number
reached by their board in 1970
are in Subgroup A of the EPSG.
Registrants who have
questions regarding this or any
matter relating to the draft are
encouraged to contact Don
Atkinson in the Counseling
Center, Owens Hall, (236-2227)
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Dr. Hanson and then by Dr.
Charles E.O. Simmons, dean of
the faculties of the Social and
Behavioral Sciences, since Dr.
Hanson reorganized his office in
the summer of 1970.
Dr. Jones will be working
with faculty in the General
Studies and Humanities
programs, the Art Department,
English Department, Mass
Communications Department,
Music Department, Philosophy
Department and SpeechTheatre Department.

Senate urged
to abolish convos

social service grad
helps find jobs
Jim Rasmus, Social Services
senior from Borup, Mina, was
seriously concerned about his
chances of obtaining em
ployment in his desired field not unlike many seniors. So, last
spring, he and several members
of the Social Services Club
formed an informal committee
committed to gathering in
formation regarding possible
jobs available to those students
with B.A.'s in Social Welfare.
This endeavor, which proved
fruitful for more than just the
one desired reason, led to Jim's
active involvement in the Task
Force on Manpower and
Placement Services under the
Department of Labor.
Currently, Jim is engaged in
compiling an informative
brochure for social services
students and counselors con
cerning placement exams and
field work. Jim frequently visits
with Mike Studley to exchange
ideas and r^iav statewide

Manpower news.
The purposes and objectives
of the Task Force are many and
varied; but center around the
idea that through excessive
publicity and persuasive
rhetoric, practically every
employer should be able to find
a need for a person educated in
the human services. In essence,
the students of social welfare
would, like the traditional
employment of social workers,
become passe.

FOR SALE: 12-string guitar and
presswood case; both in perfect
condition. $130. Contact Andy Roe
236-1871.
TYPING WANTED: Expereinced
secretary desires typing, phone 2375098.
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N.D. native appointed
to top academic post
at Moorhead State
instructor at Linfield College in
A Lisbon, N.D., native and McMinnville, Ore., and as
graduate of Concordia College chairman of the Beloit (Wis.)
in Moorhead has been appointed College Music Department.
to a top academic ad
Married to the former Audrey
ministrative post at Moorhead Zube of Mahnomen, Minn., he
State College.
earned his master's degree at
MSC President Dr. Roland the Eastman School of Music at
D i l l e a n n o u n c e d t h e a p  the University of Rochester,
pointment of Dr. William Jones N.Y., and his doctorate in music
as the college's first full-time theory at the University of
dean of the faculties of the Arts, Indiana.
Humanities and Com
The MSC post, which he will
munications.
assume July 1, has been han
Currently, Dr. Jones is dean dled as additional duty first by
of the college and academic
vice president at Berea College
in Berea, Ky. He has held this
position since 1969.
Describing him as "an out
standing scholar, a proven
administrator and a fine gen
tleman," MSC Dean of
Academic Affairs Dr. Robert
Hanson added, "We are most
Dr. Janet Paulson, associate
fortunate to have been able to professor of chemistry, urged
entice Dean Jones from Berea." the Faculty Senate to abolish
His positions before Berea the convocation on Wednesdays
included service as director of at 10 a.m. at the Senate meeting
music in the Thief River Falls last Feb. 9th.
(Minn.) High School, as a music

*>b*re 6i>ei +"hat

After a formal motion Dr.
Paulson argued that without the
specified 'convo hour' there
would be greater flexibility
in scheduling classes. She feels
that the convocations that are
scheduled at 10 a.m. are not the
kind that attract a broad
segment of the student body and
provisions could be made by
the individual instructors to
excuse those students who wish
to attend the convocations or to
cancel and reschedule classes if
necessary.
Dr. Victor Peterson,
professor of history, agreed
with Miss Paulson's arguments
,and added that 10 a.m. is too
prime a time to have 'free' time
scheduled and suggested that if
a 'convo hour' is to be specified,
that it be changed to 3 p.m. on
Wednesdays.
Dr. Thomas Collins, associate
professor, biology, Mr. Emil
Kochis, assistant professor,
physics; Dr. Joseph Miller,
professor, English; and Mr.
Everett Warren, assistant
professor,
mathematics,
disagreed to these statements
strongly. They all basically
agreed that simply the value of
knowing that the free hour is
there, if needed, was
reassuring. That it was very
useful for scheduling im
promptu
departmental
meetings, committees meetings
and student conferences on the
days the convo was scheduled.
Their positive arguments
persuaded the body to veto the
abolition of the Convocation
Hour.

ADVOCATE Staff
The Moorhead State College ADVOCATE is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Student Union.
Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The ADVOCATE is printed by Lakes
Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, Minn, and printed at Hawley, Minn.
The funeral for Robert
Ralph Hallquist, Editor
Kivinen, 22, the only child of Mr.
Coni Hanson, Associate Editor
Jeff Carter, Chief Photographer
and Mrs. Arthur Kivinen of
Jim Bart, Sports Editor
Osage, Minn., will be 1:30
John Shonyo, Entertainment
Thursday in St. John's Lutheran
Webb White, Advertising and Business Manager
Church, Park Rapids, Minn.
Steve, Bond, Barbara Allen, Ad Sales.
Burial will be at Osage.
Nancy Beeson, Beth Swee, Production Chiefs
Tom Lundquist, Publisher
Kivinen, a chemistry major
Staff Members: Jon Anderson, Donna Bart, Vicki Bertrand, Phil Blanding, living in Ballard Hall, died
Norma Broten, Julie Furst, Jackie Grove, Julie Henderson, Tom Hintgen,
of injuries he
Trish Hurni, Greg Kleven, Terry Moen, Gerri O'Neill, Jay Quern, John S a t u r d a y
r(iit:»*ned in a snowmobile
Rowel I, Tom Schroeder, David Strauss ? steve Webber ana Delaine
acci < it Feb. 5.
Sundahl

MSC student is

snowmobile victim

Information on sum
mer jobs is available now
in the business reading
room of the
MSC
Placement Office.

inquest
cancelled
A scheduled inquest into the
death of twenty-year old
Moorhead State College
sophomore Cheryl Ann
Fuglsang, who was found dead
in her dormitory room Nov. 9,
has been cancelled, Clay County
Atty. Paul E. Grinnell said
Tuesday.
Grinnell said further in
formation received by Clay
County Medical Examiner Dr.
John Holten indicated Miss
Fuglsang's death resulted from
a self-inflicted overdose of
drugs. The inquest was dropped
at that time.
She was the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. H.H. Fuglsang of
Glencoe, Minn., and had
transferred to Moorhead State
from Luther College at
Deocrah, Iowa.

Win Two Hours
Of Flying
All you have to do is design an emblem for the N.D.S.U.
Flying Club. (N.D.S.U. need not be emphasized).
Open to students from ail three colleges. Send design, your
name and phone number to:

GARY KOPP

+ Deadline
March 1st.

1014 No. 10th St.
Fargo, N.D. 58102

FREEZING?

NEXT TIME TRY A CAB CALL

City Cab

233-1354

No Meters
Out Of Town Trips

DUANE'S
HOUSE of PIZZA
uTke

only true pizza in town"

Ofteh. Imitated—Never Duplicated

at 310 Center Avenue, MOORHEAD

Phone 233-6181
OPEN: 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. daily—Sundays to midnight

DELIVERY SERVICE

6UNTHAR

WATERBEDS
$2995

Complete Kits
(Mattress, Liner,
Heater)

$7000
/ w

FARGO —MOORHEAD's
ONLY WATERBED STORE

Persian Style Rugs
Imported
Bed Spreads
Moroccan Pillows
303 Roberts st.-fargc
Phone232-3033

Sinkler Optical Co.
LATEST STYLE
GLASS— F R A M E S — SUNGLASSES

236-5048

BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
LENSES DUPLICATED
Serving This Community
Since 1947
Eighth Street Professional Center

1022 S . 8

MOORHEAC
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SUPB now accepting
committee applications
Student Union Programming
Board is now accepting ap
plications for the following
committees:
Cultural Arts - Promoting
interest in all cultural and
educational aspects of
programming.
Films - Promoting interest
and entertainment through film
John Shonyo has come down with a severe case of end of the programming and film making.
quarter catch up. SATURNALIA will return next quarter.
Music - Promoting all types of
music and entertainment in the
COMING UP
Union and on campus.
Thursday, Feb. 17 ...
...MSC Theatre: PEER GYNT, 8:15 p.m., Center for the Arts
Auditorium, $1.00 with MSC ID, MSC.
...MSC Art Gallery: THE INTROSPECTIVE ITALIAN, to be
shown until March 10, Center for the Arts, (on loan from the Min
nesota Museum of Art), MSC.
Friday, Feb. 18 ...
...MSC Theatre: PEER GYNT, 8:15 p.m., CA Auditorium, $1.00
with MSC ID, MSC.
...SUPB: LAZY BILL LUCAS, 9:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m., New Cof
feehouse, Free with MSC ID-25 cents general admission, MSC. Saturday, Feb. 19 ...
...MSC Theatre: PEER GYNT, 8:15 p.m., CA Auditorium, $1.00
with MSC ID, MSC.
...SUPB: LAZY BILL LUCAS. 9:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m., New Cof
feehouse, Free with MSC ID-25 cents general admission, MSC.
Sunday, Feb. 20 ...
...MSC Theatre: PEER GYNT, 2:00 p.m., CA Auditorium, $1.00
with MSC ID, MSC.

Baha'i to present music
The Army of Light, a group of
travelling Baha'i teachers, will — including Chinese, Japanese,
present a program of music and American Indian, and Tlinket
talks in the main lounge of the Indian of Alaska — and brings
student union, tonight at 9:30 across three basic teachings of
Baha'u'llah, Prophet-Founder
D.m.
The group is composed of of the Baha'i Faith, in the
persons of several ethnic groups program. '

Publicity - Providing the
facilities for promoting the
SUPB activities.
Public Relations - Respon
sible for promoting the SUPB to
the student body and the
community.
Recreation - Charge of all
recreational events in the Union
and those associated with SUPB
Programming.
Special Events - Responsible
for the basic organization and
scheduling of SUPB activities.
Students interested in par
ticipating on these committees
are urged to inquire at the
SUPB office in the Student
Union.
Union Policy Board, con
sisting of half students and half
faculty, will interview and
appoint the board members.
All program members shall
be appointed for an active one
year term. They shall assume

G I N G E R IS B A C K !
Ginger plays roughthere's not a man alive
that she can't take on,
put down, or slice up.

The purpose of SUPB is to
plan all of the Student Union
sponsored activities. They also
SUPB consists of ten mem handle funds allotted for this
bers. The Union Director and purpose by the Student Senate
his professional staff act as through the budget committee,
advisors. The composition of and recommend Union Policy
the Board is, three executive relating to students to the
officers and seven coordinators. Comstock Union Committee.

office at the first SUPB meeting
of Spring Quarter.

sound & sense
Jerome Clark
I was slow getting into the
Grateful Dead, as a veteran
Dead freak pointedly reminded
me the other day when I told
him how much I have been
enjoying the group lately.
"Yeah," he said, "it was a lot
more fun digging the Dead
before everybody else got into
them."
No doubt. But I did buy that
first Dead album way back in
1967, just a few days after I
decided I wanted to be a hip
pie. I played it often enough so
that at one point I feared the
disc would collapse into a heap
of molten plastic.
But then the Dead left most of
the rest of us behind with their
next release, a bomb called
ANTHEM OF THE SUN, whose
appeal was primarily to those
masochistic elements who think
rock should be arty, not en-'
tertaining. It was a crashing
bore.
Several records and years
later, though, everyone I knew
was listening to WORKING
MAN'S DEAD, which like the
first had the group digging back
into their roots in folk music,
blues and country-western and
surfacing with some of the
liveliest, healthiest rock and
roll around. AMERICAN
BEAUTY, which came next,
was even finer. I was hooked at
last. The Dead had finally
become superstars and we are
all going to be better off because
of it.

If you do not believe it, listen
to GARCIA. That is Jerry
Garcia, the best-known
member of the band, on his first
solo outing - he sings and plays
everything except drums and
with poet Robert Hunter he
wrote all the songs.
No radical departures here,
thank Gawd. Just some damned
good R&R, with a little
restrained electronic gim
mickry on part of side two
which will not remind you of
ANTHEM, and thank Gawd for
that too. The songs are
reminiscent of those on
WORKINGMAN and BEAUTY,
with Hunter's folky lyrics
wedded happily to Garcia's
exquisite rock melodies and
electric guitars.
Hunter, by the way, just
might be the best rock and roll
lyricist writing today. On
GARCIA he is dealing mostly
with the themes of traditional
American folk music, dropping
allusions to songs as various as
"Don't Let Your Deal Go
Down," "Shake Surgaree" and
"Ezekiel Saw the Wheel" and
with Garcia's considerable
talents making poetry of lines
as simple as "Shake it, shake it,
Sugaree - Just don't tell them
that you kno-ow me."
Oh yes, Garcia sings well, too,
better I think than Bob Weir,
who has been doing most of the
Dead's vocals in recent months.
A nice record. Good work,
Jerry.

Instructors are needed for the following free university classes:
sexuality, drugs, harmonica, bridge, witchcraft, transcendental
meditation, karate, decoupage, silk screening. Students have
signed up for these classes and instructors are needed.
Other classes scheduled are:
Subject - Time - Day - Room
Knitting - 7:00 - Wednesday - 226
Women's rights - 8:00 - Sunday -SPS conference room
Crocheting - 6:30 - Tuesday; 7:00 - Wednesday; 6:30 - Thursday.
Beadwork - 7:00 - Wednesday.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

Remember Ginger?
back to bust a girl-selling

Starring

THE ABDUCTORS

99

CHERICAFFAR0 RICHARD SMEDLEY-JENNIFER BROOKS
WILLIAM GRANNELL
ADULTS ONLY
C0L0R

NOW SHOWING
Jj-

BROADWAY
THEATER

1:15-3:15-5:15
7:15 - 9:15

m SAM PECKJNPAH 8

"STRAW 1

CINEMA 70

"NOW SHOWING"
evening 7:15 - 9:30

1 Mile South of 1-94 on U.S. 81

237-0022
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letters
To The Students:
There was much controversy over the absence of the executive
slate for the Student Union Program Board election at the Monday
night open forum. To those students who took the interest to attend
the open forum, we apologize for not explaining, through proper
procedural channels, our reasons for absence.
We made an appeal to the SUPB Election Committee on the
grounds of personal conflicts, and we are also aware of our act of
negligience. Therefore, we express our sincere apology.
We do, however, question the real value of open forums. If they
are intended to give students the opportunity to explore the com
petency of the various candidates, we question seriously whether
these events in the past few years have facilitated or hindered that
process. It is obvious to an observer, that questions often become
bullets in a shooting gallery of personality conflicts. If students
enjoy this, then label it entertainment, and make it optional. If
change is warranted, then let us all work together to genuinely
meet student needs.
If you are interested in discussing your questions about SUPB,
we invite you to participate in a talk show on KMSC radio. The date
and time will be posted.
We also take this opportunity to invite you to visit us in the SUPB
office, second floor of the Student Union, at your convenience.
Respectfully,
Gail Ward
Tom Lease
Corrine Johnson
To The Editor:
Having attended Student Senate affairs since Tom Clark's
presidency gives one the jaded feeling of having seen it all. Those
attending last Monday's Open Forum however, were treated to an
exhibition of mudslinging unrivaled by any I have witnessed here
at MSC.
The act began with George Barron, candidate for Creative Arts
Senator, complimenting his opponent, Adrian Allard, "on his fine
job as a sinner." Going on to state the obvious, Barron reminded
us that he was not a politician and that he did become "emotionally
involved" with his work.
Withdrawing from the campaign, Mr. Barron included as a
disqualification his inability to support something that he did not
believe in, and even attempted to convince us that he was "not even
a cheerful liar." He did, in fact, seem far from cheerful.
Stating his opinion that "Adrian has more experience at being the
second-worst man than I do", George informed us of his decision to
become a tutor. Tutor of what was unspecified, but I would be glad
to offer a suggestion.
With a presence rarely witnessed this side of the Pearly Gates,
Barron summed up by challenging "everyone that I talked to, to
join me in my race for Student Senate next year." It will be a brave
and foolhardy person that accepts that challenge. We assume, of
course, that by next year Mr. Barron will have become objective, a
cheerful liar, and the second-worst man. He seems to have a good
start already.
Phil Powell
To The Editor:
The precinct caucuses are the much talked about grass roots of
government. The Democrats and the Republicans have both talked
about getting more students involved in the caucuses. The
Republicans have actually delivered, and in this state they actually
promise delegate seats to college students at the county, district
and state convention.
The Republicans want to open up to many groups that have not
been given a voice on who the candidates for public office should
be. The students of Moorhead will be given an excellent opportunity
to exercise this voice at the Republican caucus being held at 8 p.m.
in the Moorhead Armory. The reason for this is that a college
student from Concordia is trying for the Republican nomination to
run for Congress in the seventh district.
His name is Richard Hahnen, editor of the Concordian. He needs
a strong base to work from and this base can only be provided by
the seven colleges in this district. He is depending on a good student
turnout at the caucuses.
Students must begin to realize they are equal to everyone else
and they deserve a voice in the political process. This voice can be
most effectively exercised at the Retxiblican caucus this coming
Tuesday. The party wants to hear your ideas regardless of how nonRepublican you think they sound. The Minnesota Republican Party
has shown the greatest interest in attracting students into the
party. I think they deserve a chance to deliver, so come to the
Moorhead Armory, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m.
Mark Johnson
Senator at-large elect
To The Editor:

This letter is written in response to Ron Fqye's letter of a few
issues back.
I was recently discharged from the U.S. Navy with an honorable
discharge for being a homosexual. Needless to say, because of this
I can feel qualified to write this letter in all truth and honesty.
A couple of days ago I was sitting in the Student Union having
coffee with some of my friends when a person sitting at a table next
to me said, "Who in the hell is that filthy pansyfaggot?",
thinking that I had no idea that he had made the statement. I turned
very quietly around to him and said, "You've heard about me,
you've read about me and here I am!" Needless to say, he was
extremely embarrassed, and turned around and left. This ex
perience is quite common, though I feel that I should express my
feelings anyway.
Society's "Antihomosexuality" feelings cannot go further in the
direction towards completely being content in forgetting about the
problem. Gay people are here ON THIS campus, and it's about time
that we are recognized for what we are, and not what society says
we are.
So I ask the people of this world to accept us for what we are, and
not what ignorance about life on the part of some people says we
are. If you are gay, help people to understand by giving of yourself
for a reason.
The homosexuals, and THEY ARE ALL AROUND YOU, lead a
very sad and unfortunate life in some cases, so please make it
easier for them by acceptance being of course, a way of wistfully
saying broadmindedness - recognition again, without, of necessity,
particiation.
Sincerely,
J.H.S.
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from the editor
That dreadful disease "selfperpetuating oligarchy" has once again
struck one of the vital organs of the
student body.
Last year at this time Dr. Robert
Hanson, Dean of Academic Affairs,
spotted the symptoms within the
Student Senate and informed them of
his diagnosis. Since then the Student
Union Program Board has contacted
the epidemic.
SUPB is allocated $30,000 net subsidy
to use for programs and projects of
benefit to the student. This ap
propriation is the second largest made
by the Senate; topped only by athletics.
And who is controlling all this
money? Unfortunately, it is the few who
dwell in the domain of the SUPB offices
... and apparently that is the way they
want to keep it.
I wonder how many students actually
realized there was an election for SUPB
officers taking place. But how were
they to know? Publicity for the election
was circulated only within the domain
of the SUPB itself - in the Union and
right outside the SUPB offices.
Candidates for SUPB, according to
election rules, must come to both Open
Forums or present a written
notification to the election committee
chairman and send a proxy in their
place. All three candidates for SUPB
offices were noticeably absent from
both forums.
Upon appealing their cases to the
election committee, which incidently is
made of their own co-ordinators whom

some of these same people running for
office currently appointed to their
positions just recently, the candidates
found their names could remain on the
ballot.
Only one appeal was made. They
missed two open forums.
Maybe it is their election committee
who is at fault. They are in charge of
running an honest election. Could it be
the election committee itself is unsure
of their role?
Somehow I get the feeling the whole
election is a bit unfair.
Dave Martin, physical education
Senator attended the last SUPB
meeting and urged the candiates to
send some sort of letter of apology to
the student body. It is contained here in
the ADVOCATE.
But are good intentions really good
enough?
At their next meeting the Senate will
hear a motion to cut the funding of
SUPB unless this election is declared
null and void, and another election is
held where there is campus-wide
publicity.
I support the Senate's stand, for they
have attempted to cure "selfperpetuating oligarchy" with the
prescribed medicine - an efficient and
fair method of electing Senators, more
Senator student contact within
residence halls and departments, and
the establishment of an effective
publicity committee.
I recommend this antidote to SUPB
for the welfare of the entire body.
C.R.H.

exit left
Friends, and Fellow-Scholars: The
period for a new election of a Scholar, to
Administer the Executive Government
of the Student Senate, being not in the
distant past, and the time actually
arrived, when your thoughts must be
employed in congratulating the person,
who is to be clothed with that important
trust, it appears to me proper,
especially as it may conduce to a more
distinct expression of the public voice,
that I should now apprise you of the
impressions remaining with me in the
last days of my term of office.
In the discharge of the arduous trust,
I will only say that I have, with good
intentions, contributed towards the
Organization and Administration of the
student government, the best exertions
of which a very fallible judgment was
capable. Not unconscious, in the outset,
of the inferiority of my qualifications,
experience in my own eyes, perhaps
still more in the eyes of others, has
strengthened the motives to diffidence
of myself; and everyday the increasing
weight of years admonishes me more
and more, that the shade of retirement
from campus politics is as necessary to
me as it will be welcome. Satisfied that
if any circumstances have given
peculiar value to my services, they
were temporary, I have the consolation
to believe, that while choice and

John Rowell
Student Senate President

prudence invite me to quit the politica
scene, patriotism does not forbid it.
The Senate which constitutes youi
just government is now dear to you. It is
justly so; for it is a main Pillar in tht
Edifice of your real independence; this
college; the support of your tranquility
in the residence hall and in the apart
ment; the hope of your Education, oi
your safety, of your prosperity, of thai
very Liberty which you so highly prize.
The students must watch for the
preservation of their Senate with
jealous anxiety; discountenance
whatever may suggest even a suspicion
that it can in any event be abandoned;
and indignantly frown upon the first
dawning of every attempt to alienate
any portion of our student body from its
government, or to enfeeble the sacred
ties which now link together the Senate
and its constitutency.
I anticipate with pleasing expectation
that retreat from public life, in which I
promised myself to realize, without
alloy, the sweet enjoyment of par
taking, in the midst of my fellow
scholars, the benign influence of good
resolutions under a tree Senate, the
ever favourite object of my heart, and
the happy reqard, as I trust, of our
mutual cares, labours and dangers.
(Apologies to the Honourable Geo.
Washington, Esq.)

RESULTS OF SENATE ELECTIONS
President

* David Strauss 627
Vice-president

x- John Kingrey 508
Dean Hoistad 221
Secretary

Robert Littlefield 280
x- Pam Herring 467
Music

Steve Werpy 267
* Connie L. Nelson 406
Education

* Richinda Basswood 584

Speech-Theatre

* Mary Beth Sunstad 468
Ron Larson 228
Creative Arts
George Barron 33 (withdrew)•
* Adrian Allard 573
Physical Education

* Dave Martin 584

At-large
* DeAnn Jones 613
* Mark E. Johnson 474
-x Dan Hannaher 500

Prejudice is an ugly spector that has been haunting people with
increasing frequency in recent years. Many of us, myself included,
like to believe that charges of prejudice are largely unfounded and
the result of over-strained, oversensative emotions. One reason
perhaps, why none of us like to mention prejudice is that underlying
the issue is an attached sense of hatred, for it is rare to be
prejudiced against an individual or a race, and feel no personal
dislike for these people.
Unfortunately, last Monday night's Senate election forum was a
shocking example of personal prejudice.
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MSC weekly calendar
FEBRUARY 17-26

THURSDAY

6-10 p.m. Student Recreational
Swimming - F r e e - Nemzek Pool
6:30 p.m. Intramural Basketball Nemzek Gym
7 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship - Rm. 202, Union
7 p.m. Lutheran Student
Movement Meeting - Luther Hall
8:15 p.m. MSC Theatre: P E E R
GY NT by
Henrik
Ibsen
CA
Auditorium
9 p.m. Coffee House Presents:
JIM BEECHER, Poetry - Union

®

/uttceM-

N
AM
MO
P ND
D II A

RINGS

FRIDAY

1 p.m. Psychology Colloquim Bridges 162
5:30 p.m. Basketball Jr. Varsity:
MSC v s SW State College - Nemzek
Fieldhouse
7 p.m. Basketball: MSf? v s SW
State College - Nemzek Fieldhouse
7-9 p.m. Faculty Staff Swimming Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. MSC Theatre: PE E R
GYNT by
Henrik Ibsen - CA
Auditorium
9 p.m. Coffee House Presents:
BILL LUCAS - Union

• Registered. • Insured
Choose with confidence

SATURDAY

9-3 p . m . T e a c h e r R e t i r e m e n t
Counseling - Student Senate
Chambers, Union
8:15 p.m. MSC Theatre: P E E R
GYNT by
Henric Ibsen - CA
Auditorium
9 p.m. Coffee House Presents:
BILL LUCAS - Union

NEUBARTH'S
"Tha City Hall i t Just Across
Tha Straat"

SUNDAY

2 p.m. SIMS Meditation Meeting Rm.

in MOORHEAD

2:15 p.m. MSC Theatre: PE E R
Henrik Ibsen - CA
GYNT by
Auditorium
Our
6:30 p.m. G a m m a Delta
Redeemer Lutheran Church
8:15 p . m . VARSITY CHOIR
CONCERT - Ballroom, Union
MONDAY
4 p.m. Student S e n a t e Meeting Senate Chambers, Union
6:30 p.m. Intramural Basketball Nemzek G y m
8:30 p.m. Student Swimming F r e e - Nemzek Pool
TUESDAY
5:30 p.m. Basketball MSC Jr.
Varsity v s U. of Minn, Morris Nemzek Fieldhouse
7 p.m. Basketball: MSC v s U. of
Minn, Morris - Nemzek Fieldhouse
7 p.m. SIMS Introductory Lecture
- Biology 110
8 p.m. DFL Precinct Meeting Bridges Rm. 164
8-10 p.m. Student Recreational
Swimming - F r e e - Nemzek Pool

WEDNESDAY

6-10 p.m. Student Recreational
Swimming - Nemzek Pool
6 p.m. Informal Worship Service
at the Luter Hall
7 p.m. S U P B Old T i m e Radio
Serials - Union, Lounge
7:30 p.m. S U P B F i l m Series: DR.
STRANGELOVE - Ballroom, Union
7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for
Christ, Rms. 212 & 213, Union

THURSDAY

6-10 p.m. Student Recreational
Swimming - F r e e - Nemzek Pool
6:30 p.m. Intramural Basketball Nemzek G y m

BIRTHDAY
save$74.90

8-track
tape deck

$29.88

ENJOY UNINTERRUPTED STEREO with Toyo's 8 track stereo
player/deck. Handsome, convenient and economical, its compact
design fits with any stereo system. Features automatic/manual
program changer, lighted program indicator. Walnut cabinet with
chrome trim. TOYO 322A

L , M P . TED$4Q9SN T . T . E S

save$20 oft **

8-track special

P

stereo
system

169.95

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE is yours at a modest price with this
system. Featuring Standard SR-207 20 watt AM/FM stereo receiver
with walnut cabinet, TEAM adds a pair of TCS-280 high compliance
8" 2-way speakers with separate treble cone. Garrard 40B turntable
with base and Pickering P/AT cartridge complete the system.
HFS-90
SEPARATELY $244.85

AM/FM PORTABLE
$19.95 Value

ED 8-TRACK TA
PRE-RECORDED
TAPE

AM PORTABLE
$8.95 Value *

Major label - Major
Major artists
artists
Reg. $6.95

CRAIG 1205

7 p.m. L u t h e r a n Student
Movement Meeting - Luther Hall
8 p.m. Fargo Audubon Society
Presents: DR. LOUIS ORING, U. of
ND, " T h e Spotted Sandpiper 8, It's
Behavior" - Biology 110
FRIDAY
7-9 p.m. Faculty Staff Swimming Nemzek Pool
7 p.m. Basketball: Jr. Varsity v s
Arman Agency - Nemzek Fieldhouse
SATURDAY
8 p.m. ACT Examinations - East
Reading Room, Library
8-5 p.m. Graduate Record E x a m Hagen 105 & Bridges 162
february 24
FEBRUARY 24-29 WINTER
Q U A R T E R
F I N A L
EXAMINATIONS
FEBRUARY 29 QUARTER ENDS
- REGISTRATION ON MARCH 7 CLASSES BEGIN ON MARCH 8
"INTROSPECTIVE
ITALIAN"
Center for the Arts Gallery
FEBRUARY 16-MARCH 10

A new course in political
reporting will be offered by the
Moorhead State College Mass
Communications Department,
starting spring quarter and
continuing through the 1972 fall
quarter. Nine hours of credit
can be earned through the 3quarter sequence.
According to Howard Binf ord,
instructor of mass com
munications who designed and
will teach the course, focus will
be on the 1972 presidential and
vice presidential election,
Minnesota and North Dakota
state contests and state
legislative races in Cass
County, North Dakota, and Clay
County, Minnesota.
The sequence will culminate
Nov. 8 with publication of a
special edition of a tabloid
K newspaper, containing election
results, feature stories on the
political campaigns and picture
stories of 1972 political activity.
Since individual projects will
be emphasized, some seminar
participants will prepare radio
and television news and feature
stories during the 9-month
project.
For three weeks following the
election, students will be
engaged in a post-election
analysis.
Seminar participants will
attend and report on all types of

CRAIG 1105/
'

BATTERY SPECIAL

fin fill
BLANK CASSETTE
TAPE SPECIAL

Reg. $3.98

( LIMITED 3 PER COUPON)

PANASONIC C & D CELL
(limit 6 packages per coupon)

TEAM

election-year meetings - in
cluding press conferences,
political rallies, open forums
and county, district and state
conventions of political parties.
Candidates and party officials
will be brought to MSC for
seminar sessions.
An innovative education
grant from the Minnesota State
College System, now pending,
may provide funds for extended
participation of some national
political figures in the new
course.
A panel of news media
representatives from Min
nesota and North Dakota, as
well as the national press corps,
is expected to participate as
seminar consultants.
Available to all seminar
participants will be the
facilities of the MSC Mass
Communications Resource
Center, called The Forum and
established through a grant
from the Black Family Foun
dation of Fargo in 1969.
Registration for the seminar
willbeat6:30 p.m., Wednesday,
March 8, in The Forum, on the
second floor of MacLean Hall at
MSC. Tuition will be $40.50 per
quarter.
Times of future meetings will
be arranged as the schedules of
the 1972 campaigns develop,
Binford said.

Rent An Adventure

Formal Wear In The
Fargo-Moorhead Area!

We offer Flares, Tuxedos In Brown, Blue,
Stripes, Crushed Velvet, and many other (
styles.

$13.98

Special Rates
For
Fraternity Groups

Available in avocado, beige, or black with earphone

C-60 3-pack

The latest addition to the
Student Senate is a machine
installed Feb. 11, This device
records incoming calls
throughout the day,
It is hoped that this new
convenience will stimulate
conversation between senators
and the student body. The ad
vantages of this system include
exact recording of messages to
ensure that the meaning is not
garbled, the message is not
misplaced or delayed in for
warding. The discreetness is
afforded callers who may desire
to remain anonymous.
The service is 24 hours a
day. The number is 236-2150.

new political
reporting class
keyed to election

$6.88

$1.99

Senate
phone

SAVE
NOW
YOU'LL
NEED
EXTRAS!

115 SOUTH 8TH STREET, MOORHEAD
PHONE 233-7514
"OPEN EVENINGS A^ONDAY THRU

FRIDAY"

liopelmcufc

512 1st AVENUE NORTH
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
Dial 232-8729

We Can Xerox
Term Papers &
Thesis For You
While You Wait

"Firtl Tlm« Sarvlc* TtcMclai In Stnrn'
subjac'l to chAOG* because of F«terai Sur
"* —~ •— orice ris« on4<>{e<e»90ods

ASSOCIATED ARTS
110 5th Street South
Moorhead - 236-6154
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LaDonna Harris draws crowd—even some men
Ms. LaDonna Harris, founder
and president of Americans for
Indian Opportunity, spoke at
MSC last Thursday to about 150
people, including almost 20
men. Ms. Harris is alsoactive in
the Women's Political Caucus.
Listing the many committees
she serves on, Ms. Harris said,
"I know what it's like to be a
token." Those appointing her
are getting a bargain, since she
is a woman and a Comanche
Indian, "they are getting two
for one."
She gave statistics from the
Labor Dept. saying men and
women, doing exactly the same
work at the same hours, are
getting $100 and $41 respec
tively. She feels women need
protection under laws covering
divorce, child care, Social
Security, wage and pensions,
and heads of families.
Colleges and Universities
were cited as areas of
discrimination, especially in
raises and heads of depart
ments. She said, "You'd think
institutions of learning would
not use these methods."
— MSC currently has four
women serving as department
chairmen, from a total of 33—
Ms. Harris felt women should
run for political offices, and
especially local school boards
since "young girls are con
stantly bombarded by sexism."
She strongly advocated day
care centers for children so
mothers could work or do
volunteer service, even though
Congress thought these were
punishment for welfare
mothers, taking their children
from them.
Senator Mondale cited as
champion in this area,
this area.
The hardest obstacle to
overcome in women's rights is
"other women." They are
taught to be passive and a
"helpmate." Any liberated
woman is seen as "hating her
husband or children or both."
Two advertisements cited as
especially offensive were:
National Airline's "My name is
Jane. Fly me." and the Geritol
ad "My wife. I think I'll keep
her."
Ms. Harris said she got in
volved in women's rights from
her experiences of
discrimination as an Indian.
She said the movement
especially neede minority

women because "they have had
to be strong for a lot of reasons.
They add strength to the
movement."
In the question and answer
period, Ms. Harris told of Indian
boarding schools. She said in
one case, Alaskan children were
being bussed to Oklahoma. She
felt these schools should be
closed, and the money spent on
reservation schools, so children
could stay close to their
families.
Talking of further Indian
problems, she said 85 per cent
are now enrolled in public
schools where they have the
highest dropout rate of any
minority group, probably due to
insenstitive teachers, ad
ministrators, and textbooks.
Suicide rate for those between
15-21 is four times the national
average.
Questioned about Shirley
Chisholm, Ms. Harris said she
believes her candidacy will
have a great impact on the
convention.

ADVOCATE Photo by Carolyn Moska

Ms. LaDonna Harris, founder and president
of Americans for Indian Opportunity, spoke

on the topic of "Tomorrow's Woman,
Today."
ms. Harris talks with a small
gathering in the MSC Union after her speech.

woman board member visits MSC campus
Mrs. Kenneth Johnson of St.
Paul, the only woman member
of the Minnesota State College
Board, top governing body of
Minnesota's seven state
colleges, has accepted an in
vitation by the Moorhead State
College Faculty Association to
pay a two-day visit to the MSC
Campus this week.
First appointed to an un
finished term on the college
board in February 1969 by then
Gov. Harold LeVander, Mrs.
Johnson was reappointed in
January 1971 by Gov. Wendell
Anderson to a four-year term.
She serves on the board's
Educational Policies Com
mittee.
She earned a B.A. degree at
Macalester College in St. Paul,
majoring in biology and
chemistry, and a B.S. degree in
nursing at Vanderbilt
University in Tennessee, where
she stayed after graduation to
teach three years.
Mrs. Johnson is a past
president of the St. Paul Branch
of the American Association of
University Women (AAUW), of

STAR DRIVE-IN
720 4th Ave. So., Moorhead

WATCH FOR THE

GRAND
OPENING
NEXT WEEK
KVOX Radio will broadcast
live from Star Drive-In 4-5,
Monday, Feb. 21, 1972.

LISTEN FOR
GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS

the St. Paul Schubert Club and
of the St. Paul Episcopal
Church Women. She is
presently on the boards of
directors of Episcopal Diocese
of Minnesota, and Sheltering
Arms School for Retarded
Children in Minneapolis.
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
Johnson will be escorted on a
tour of the campus by Dr.
Robert A. Hanson, dean of
academic affairs, and Earl
Herring, dean of
ad
ministrative affairs. From 2:30
to 3:30 p.m., she will be guest of
honor at a Faculty Associationsponsored reception in the
Owens Hall Lounge to which all
faculty have been invited.
After dinner with MSC
President and Mrs. Roland
Dille Wednesday, she will at
tend a lecture by Dr. Kenneth

Smemo, history professor, on
"Diktende Trang: Creative
Literature in Norwegian
America," one of the features of
Scandinavian Arts Week being
held at MSC.
Thursday's schedule includes
luncheon in the Student Union
with women members of the
Faculty Senate, women
department chairmen and Mrs.
Sylvia Kruger, instructor of
Humanities and a member of
the MSC Commission on the
Status of Women.
At 1:30 p.m. Thursday, she is
scheduled to participate in Dr.
Dille's weekly open visitation
session with students in the
Student Union. MSC Faculty
Association officers and their
spouses will host a dinner in her
honor at 6:30 p.m. Thursday

and, that evening, she has been
invited by the MSC Theatre its
special guest at the 8:15 p.m.
performance erf "Peer Gynt."
Dr. Evelyn Larson, an
associate professor of Business
Administration is in charge
of the arrangements for Mrs.
Johnson's visit.
We Buy and

Sell Used

BAOI/C

DUUIVO

STOP SWAP SHOP

Dakota Book Exchange
9 South 8th St.— Fargo
9-5:30p.m.except Sun.
232-9813

BUD'S
ROLLER RINK

— 233-2494
Junction Hwy. 10 & 75

LEARN TO FLY

*10.00

PER HOUR
OF SOLO

237-5305

HECTOR
FIELD
FARGO

AVIATION, INC.

Hairstyling for Men
Razor Shaping
Name Your Style
AQUARIUS
TO $350
WED. RING 175

THE ULTIMATE IN FINE V BARBERING SERVICE
I
0
For Appointment Call 235-9442
0
BROADWAY and N.P. AVE.
0
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

RAUSCH LIQUORS
711 MAIN,MOORHEAD
233-4900

THE FINEST LIQUORS, CHILLED
WINES AND COLD KEG BEER
IN THE NORTHWEST.

CAROLINE
$350
ALSO FROM 200
WED. RING 75
MAN'S RING 125

Choose a Keepsake Diamc
Ring . . . crafted in fine 14K g
and set with a guaranteed perf
diamond. Registered and p
tected against diamond loss, t

R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

R I N G S

"The Store With A Gift"

Wimmer's
Jewelry
610 MAIN, FARGO
232-2008
OPEN EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT
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job outlook better
Prospects are brightening for
job hunting students who will be
graduating in February and
June according to Michael
Studley, Moorhead State
placement officer.
The latest survey of the job
m a r k e t , r e l e a s e d o n J a n u a r y 19,
by the College Placement

Council, Inc., anticipates that
the hiring of bachelor degree
grads will be 9 percent better
than last year. This results from
a sample of 835 employers.
The demand for some majors
is expected to rise
dramatically. The following

GROOVE TO

RICK LARSON

SWANHILL FAGEBOCKEY REVIEW
ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING NIGHTLY
9 TO 1 A.M.
"All you George Washington lovers . . . come celebrate
his birthday, Monday, Feb. 21st from 10-11 p.m.
Entertainment Saturday 4:30 - 6:30
Snack Bar 5-7 Mon.- Fri.

Lamp Lite
Lounge
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

table shows the expected
change in job vacancies:
Science, Math and
other technical
+23
Engineering
+17
Business
+11
Other non
technical
-1
Unclassified as to
curriculum
- 3
Total
+ 9
The anticipated number of
vacancies for each grouping is
as follows:
Science, Math and
other technical
2,876
Engineering
9,505
Business
14,903
Other non
technical
5,902
Unclassified as to
curriculum
6,377
Total
39,581
A great deal of hustle will still
be required, however, as the
percentage increase in positions
is based on last year, which was
the worst in years. Besides
competing with their peers, the
class of '72 will also be com
peting against those n '71 that
didn't get jobs.

Trying To Raise
100,000 Pennies

mass comm, major
to work
with Mondale
While most of the students at
Moorhead State College will be
enduring yet another three
month educational interlude,
Trish Hurni,
a mass com
munications major, will be
spending her time as an intern
in the political jungle of the U.S.
- Washington, D.C.
Trish, a junior from Camp
bell, Minn., will be working
closely with the public relations
and speechwriting staffs of
Senator Walter Mondale,
Democratic senator to the U.S.
Senate. In addition to this, she
will be employed as an elevator
operator to help pay for he?
living expenses in the citv.

Patricia! Trish)

Hurni

PREGNANCY
COUNSELLING FOR WOMEN

For

Multiple Sclerosis

,p Ao9<0°^oP,e

^ l>oca'"co-

Through Feb. 23rd

Bring Your Pennies
To The Union
Sponsored By Circle K

WE CARE ABOUT YOU

THERE ARE SO MANY

WE NEED SO FEW
You Could Be
One Of The Few Good Men

H RETIREMENT PLAN—20 YEARS
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE

$680.00 Per Month Starting Salary

DEMAND FOR PROFESSIONALISM

"HAVE PRIDE BE A MARINE
FOR MORE INFO. CALL U.S. MARINE CORPS
OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE

235-4403

r.a. jobs
available

March 1 is the deadline for
resident assistant (R.A.) ap
plications according to Elliott
Garb, housing director. A total
of 56 R.A. positions are
available.
Resident assistants are
chosen through a system of
applications and interviews
with present R.A.s, dorm
directors and Garb. Present
R.A.s must also go through the
process of reapplication.
Juniors and seniors, who will
not be on P.F.Y. next year, are
eligible. Students who will
student teach only one quarter
are eligible as long as they do
not student teach fall quarter.
Garb says they are looking for
"people who are comfortable
with themselves and other
people." No specific
qualifications, such as a high
grade point average, are
required.
Students, who will receive
board and room in exchange for
their R.A. work, should be
willing, according to Garb, "to
build a community and make it
liveable."
"College Seniors or
Graduate Students"
$800

Q POSITIVE ADVANCEMENT

EXCELLANCE IN TRAINING

Trish's first aquaintance with
Senator Mondale was in the
spring of 1970 in Washington,
D.C. when she was a delegate
from Minnesota to a 4-H cnference. During the in
troduction he informed her that
if she was ever interested in
working for him, that he could
make the arrangements.
But it wasn't until last August
that she actually became in
terested in the idea. She then
began to make several
telephone calls to his office to
remind him of his offer and to
inform him that she was still
interested.
After formally applying for
the job, s h e made
arrangements with Evette
Ollendorf of the State College
Board, who is director for the
internship program for the
Minnesota state colleges. She
interviews applicants and
presents them to businesses for
second interviews and ac
ceptance. She will be available
on this campus for information
on the program Thursday, Feb.
17 in the office of John McCune,
coordinator for the internship
program at MSC.

II

Per month starting income with incentive
pay plan. We have a testing and interview
method that can pretty much determine
whether or not you will be successful in our
business. Remember, if we don't think you
will make it, we will not hire you. Our 92year-old national company has a 3-year
training program that will help you
achieve the degree of success you want.
So, if you have always dramed of someday
making $20,000 to $25,000 and would like to
find out if you have a chance to succeed,
why notgitfeus a call. Remember, there is
no obligation to succeed, why not give us a
call. Remember, there is no obligation on
either side and your interest will be
completely confidential if you would like.
So call Gordon Stensgard, Manager, 2935903, The Bankers Life, 806 Black Building
Fargo.
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precinct caucuses procedures
Here are the procedurs for
attending the Feb. 22 precinct
caucuses in Moorhead:
WHO CANPARTICIPATE?
Any person who is 18 years old
or older by Nov. 7, 1972, a U.S.
citizen and a resident in his or
her precinct for at least 30 days
is eligible. Such a person need
not be a registered voter at the
time of the caucuses in order to
participate.
WHAT TIME ARE
THE CAUCUSES?
Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m.
WHICH PARTY CAUCUS
DO YOU ATTEND?
Minnesota law states: " ...
those persons who are in
agreement with the principles
of the party as stated in the
party's constitution, and who
either votes or is affiliated with
the party ... may vote at the

precinct caucuses discussed
at college GOP retreat

precinct caucuses."
WHEREARE THE
CAUCUSESHELD?
The Republicans will hold all
their caucuses at the Moorhead
Armory.
The Democrats will hold their
caucuses in the following
locations:
1st Ward, 1st Precinct: Clay
County Courthouse.
1st Ward, 2nd Precinct:
Moorhead Armory.
2nd Ward, 1st Precinct:
Lutheran Church of the Good
Shepherd.
2nd Ward, 2nd Precinct:
South Junior High School
bandroom.
3rd Ward, 1st Precinct: St.
Francis DeSales Church.
3rd Ward, 2nd Precinct:
Central Junior High School
lunchroom.

4th Ward, 1st Precinct:
Moorhead State College,
Bridges, Room 164.
4th Ward, 2nd Precinct: South
Junior High School, Room 130.
WHAT HAPPENS ATA
PRECINCT CAUCUS?
+ At 8 p.m. the temporary
chairman calls the meeting to
order.
+ Nominations for precinct
chairman and secretary are
received.
+ Nominations for two judges
to count votes are received.
4- Caucus resolutions are
proposed and acted upon.
+ Nominations are received
for delegates and alternates to
the county conventions.
+ After 8:30, voting on all
nominations will take place.
WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE GUIDELINES FOR
FAIRNESS AT THE
CAUCUSES?
Election of delegates and
alternaties must be by secret
new national officers, gathering ballot and Minnesota law states
of alums from the last 50 years, that voting must remain open
and the presentation of awards until 9 p.m.
to various outstan ding
chapters.
Drs. Carlson & Larson
SPURS will see the Big Sky
Country in addition to regular
convention activities through
Contact Lenses
picnics in the scenic Montana
mountains and a special trip to
702 Center Ave., Moorhead
Yellowstone Park.
233-1624
Past members are en
couraged to attend.

SPURS to visit MSU
Many SPURS from the
Moorhead State chapter will be
traveling to Montana State
University for the National
SPUR Convention on June 14-17.
This convention marks 50 years
of SPURS on campuses
throughout the nation.
Founded in 1922 at Montana
State College, SPURS has
grown to a total of 55 chapters.
The convention will consist of
business sessions, election of

OPTOMETRIST

students here favor
quarter system
Be it traditionalism or what, said it was inconvenient for
it would appear from a recent students to transfer in and out of
ADVOCATE survey that the schools on semester plans. Miss
majority of students are in N o r u m a t t e n d e d B r o w n
favor of the early start quarter University in Rhode Island for a
plan as opposed to the early year under the semester plan.
Another former semester
start semester plan.
A big reason for this feeling is student, Stu Nelson, a Roseau
that the quarter system is one junior, said the semester gets
most students are familar with. " t o o d r a g g e d o u t . " H e
As Mary Larson, a senior from previously attended school in
Roseau put it, "It's the only California.
The semester system did not
sytem I've studied under, I
don't know if I'd like the go without its defenders. Susan
Beck, a freshman from
semester plan."
Bloomington, favored it
MSC students are only human because of the extended study
and when it comes to vacations,
time and advantage of getting
they enjoy them. The more
to know the instructor.
frequent break periods in the
Starbuck freshman Jill
quarter plan proved to be
Gorder liked the semester plan
another reason why students
because the early finish
favored it. Freshman Gary
provided more opportunities to
Tanberg from New Folden
find summer employment. This
offered that "semesters are just
is a big plus for the semester
too long." He felt that a more
plan.
frequent break is needed by the
The Ad Hoc Calendar Com
student.
Judy Floyd, junior from mittee led by Dorian Olson is
Birmingham, Ala., said that a presently studying the semester
semester is too long for a plan and will make a recom
student to have one teacher. She mendation to the Council on
also likes the idea of more Curriculum and Instruction in
the spring to adopt or forget the
breaks.
Bob Burfeind, a junior from plan. The committee has not
Rochester, admitted that there taken a stand on the question
were benefits to a semester and, for the moment, is
system but argued that the listening to student and faculty
length of study can get to be too views.
long with great pressures.
Pressure didn't bother Mary
Norum, a sophomore from
Fargo, and she theorized the
semester plan is not practical
for this area where kids are
leaving school frequently to
work during the year. She also

THE
BLACKHAWK

MARCH GRADS
Start flight training in April or May, earn
$9,842.00 per year, and be up to $14,832.00 after 3
years.
MANY EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Contact: Naval Aviation Program
2nd & Wash. Ave. South, Minneapolis 55401
or Call Collect 612-335-3628

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

A weekend retreat stressing held and Mrs. Lu Stocker of St.
young voter participation in the Paul, chairwoman of the
Feb. 22 precinct caucuses in Minnesota GOP, discussed
Minnesota was stressed at a specific current issue and
meeting held by membersof s u g g e s t e d w a y s i n w h i c h
college Republican clubs Feb. various stands on such issues
12-13 at Camp Iduhapi inBecker might be introduced for action.
vounty.
Rosemary Mueller, rural
TROPHIES, ALL KINDS,
Grand Rapids sophomore and
president of the Moorhead State ENGRAVED IN OUR SHOP
College Republican Club, was
".,itier Stamps Since 1885" •
one of some 70 college students
from 25 different campuses who
Sta*H/b
IHC.
attended.
A mock precinct caucus was

EUROPE
WITH MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES
PROGRAMS FOR FUN OR CREDIT

1. EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF EUROPE:
June 14-July 12 (contact: Apollo Travel)
2. FRENCH LANGUAGE TOUR:
July 4-Auqust 10 (contact: Apollo Travel)
3. SPANISH LANGUAGE TOUR:
June 22-August 14 (contact: Apollo Travel)
4. GERMAN LANGUAGE TOUR:
June 22-August 14 (contact: Apollo Travel)
5. BOSTON: Art history tour.
July 18-31 (contact: Apollo Travel)
CHARTER AIRONLY
6. June 14-July 12
TWIN CITIES TO AMSTERDAM - $265
7. July 4-August 10
TWIN CITIES TO AMSTERDAM - $265
8. June 22-August 15
TWIN CITIES TO MADRID - $265
SEND INFORMATION ON NO.

OPTOMETRIST

NAME
ADDRESS

CONTACT LENSES

-STATE-

CITY

5151st Ave. N.—Ph. 235-1292

.ZIP.

MAIL TO:
M.S.C.S.
APOLLO TRAVEL, INC
1821 University Avenue
St. Paul, Minn. 55104
646-6568

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves

offer

$ 6 value

STUDY ABROAD
New 19th Edition
Each copy is trilingual
in English, French and
Spanish

$1.50 value

Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages

The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
study, financial assistance, HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need!
VACATION STUDY ABROAD
•

Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an increasing proportion is young Americans! With
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe this
summer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD tells how qualified
people will go free! Provides information on short courses,
seminars, summer schools, scholarships and travel grants available
each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults
planning to undertake study or training abroad during their
vacations. These data were provided by some 500 organizations in
54 countries!

$ 5 value

STUDENT AID SOCIETY membership dues. Services offered:
•

Scholarship information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
• Travel service.
_mstr
Plans interesting tours to exotic lands!
• Reference Service.
Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc.
frequently using primary sources available only in the
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
background information and bibliographies which rank
"Your reference service
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclo
saved me much valuable
paedia reference services available only with expensive sets.
time which / put in on
Limit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
other subjects. Result: 5
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any
As and 1 B."
question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor,
CN, Ann Arbor, Mich
lawyer, architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner,
"The Vantage Point" is a
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
book put together by 5
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
ghost writers and edited
provide home study courses.
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer.
LC, Gainesville, Fla.
"The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad."
AR, Berkeley, Calif.

Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 20016

Study Abroad,
J Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.

I Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for

J

I Name
Address.
I City, State,
I

Zip-

page
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'Wander In And
set by student advisors
The Student Advisors are
planning an academic "Wander
In and Discover," an Academic
AF-FAIR on Thurs., March 23,
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom.
Advisors, both faculty and
student, feel there are many
students, particularly fresh-

3 MSC

coeds win
scholarships
Three Moorhead State
College coeds have been named
as winnersof $101 scholarships
for spring quarter through a
memorial award program
established in honor of the lte
Millie H. Dahl, former dor
mitory and food service
director at MSC.
They are Brenda L. Johnson,
Grand Forks, N.D., junior
majoring in medical
technology, who has a
cumulative grade point average
(GPA) of 2.99, and Terry Jean
Ekstrand, Dawson, Minn., and
Deborah Jeanne Nelson,
Viking, Minn., both sophomores
ajid both majoring in
elementary education. Miss
Ekstrand has a GPA of 3.07 and
Miss Nelson a GPA of 3.53.
Miss Dahl, who died last
summer, served MSC for 43
years, first as the college's first
resident nurse, as an assistant
dean and then for over 40 years
as superintendent of dor
mitories and food services.
Members of the selection
committee are Miss Ruth
Hanson, a supervisor of offGSmpus student teaching; Miss
Alice Corneliussen of
Moorhead, former director of
the MSC Campus School, and
Mrs. Allen G. Erickson of
Moorhead, wife of an MSC
professor, all long-time friends
o£ Miss Dahl.

men, who are meandering
around the college with no, or
very vague, academic goals or
commitments to any major.
They estimate that there are
probably 500 'undecideds' and
another 500 who are changing
majors or would like to. Many
such students become so
discouraged they withdraw
from school. Thse students need
information, challenges and
guidance, but seem reluctant to
take the first step toward in
volvement.
In addition, there are many
students who are unaware of the
opportunities that exist in the
individualized major, Plan B,
various minors, The Institute
for Minority Group Studies, the

9

9

Common Market, Tri-College,
and International Educatioa A
number are curious about the
New Center and other program
and services that need to be
publicized.
The purposes of the Fair will
be to publicize and dramatize
the wide range of academic
opportunities at MSC. It will
also aim at prospective fresh
men to become involved in
developing their own individual
college goals, in choosing
programs in which they are
really interested, and to provide
a dramatic starting point to
begin this process, with the
assumption that this would
result
in many valuable
relationships later.

JOHN BEECHER
POET OF PROTEST (4ND PROPHECY
" He fiefotujd Iji tk
A a m c o m p a n y OA

Tkofcna, Emf/aoti,
Whitman, Melviffo
aiul Robert Froat."
"A

Ma/i/efmu and

CmpfMng

Rea/fo"

TANTALIZING FOOD

LOUNGE

IHIU.ll'l'lft

BAR
T
CALL

WIDE VARIETY OF

i

STEAKS
SEA FOODS
RIBS-CHICKEN
NOON BUFFETS

f

ft'OOcfKurs.,

Fet. 17

AdnfssiM Free

SUPS

(DAILY A N D S U N D A Y S )
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING
EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT SUNDAV

282-4401

ACROSS FROM NEW FAIRGROUNDS

FOR
RESERVATIONS
BUS. 94

W E S T FARGO

WHY SANSUI?

positions open
for students
_ The following positions
will be open for student
applications at the
designated times and
locations:
1. Resident Assistants Job entails counseling and
directing floor activities on
a dormitory floor. The
duties are reimbursed with
free room and board.
Applications are available
now in the Housing Office
in Ballard Hall and will be
accepted until March 1 in
that office.
2. Freshman CoChairman - Job includes
the implementation of
guidelines for Freshman
"and Transfer Orinetation in
the Fall of 1972. Ap
plications are available in
_the Student Personnel
- Office and will be accepted
- until 5 p.m., Feb. 18 in that
office.
3. Group Leaders - Assist
the Co-Chairmen in the
leadership of the incoming
students in the fall, along
with the R.A.'s. Ap
plications available in the
Student Personnel Office
and will be accepted at that
office until March 26.
4. Student Advisors Job
deals with advising
- - students of class offerings;
biggest amount of work
done around the time of
pre-registration. Small
J
stipend paid. Applications
available March 15 and
will be accepted until May
1 in the Student Advisors
Office in Room 157, Flora
Frick.

QUALITY,
SENSITIVITY,
POWER, STABILITY,
THAT'S WHY.
TEAM offers you 25% off on an outstanding system featuring the Sansui 350A
40 watt RMS AM/FM stereo receiver. Handles up to 2 sets of speakers with min
imum noise and distortion. Award 330 speaker system utilizes 10" treated cone
woofer and 3%" sealed tweeter with treble control, enclosed in walnut cabinet.
Garrard 55B turntable with base and Shure M93E precision cartridge complete
this system.
Sansui 350A
Award 330
Garrard 55B w/base
Shure M93E
SEPARATELY

$199.95
159.00/pr
65.00
39.95
$464.80

TEAM PRICE

QA\/P (tllC on
OA V t 2J> I I D.OU

$349
TO COMPLEMENT
ANY STEREO SYSTEM
KLH open reel tape deck features Dolby noise reduction system.
With Dolby, you can cut your tape costs in half by making high
quality recordings at 3% IPS. 3 separate heads for erase, record
and playback, allow direct monitoring of recording as it is be
ing made. Separate, illuminated VU meters. Controls for left
and right record level and master output level control.
Frequency response: 3% IPS: 50-12 KHz -- 3dB, IVi IPS: 50-15 KHz
~ 3 dB. Signal to noise ratio (Dolby on)' 68 dB @ 7'/. IPS; 66 dB @
3% IPS.

KLH-41
Manu. list price $249.95

$179.95
TEAM PRICE

TEAM

115 SOUTH 8TH STREET, MOORHEAD
PHONE 233-7514
"OPEN EVENINGS MONDAY THRU

FRIDAY'

'Full Time Service Technician in Sterw'
-f- Prices are subject to change because o< Federal Sur
charge and over seas pricerise on foreigngoods

page
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ADVOCATE photos by Bob Fogel and Jim Bart

the stockholders
of Moorhead State
Dragons basketball
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Clutch loses overtime
game to Churchill
Two rebound baskets after
missed free throws helped
Churchill of North Dakota State
University defeat Moorhead
State College Clutch, 58-54, in a
come-from-behind overtime
game in the first Tri-College
Intramaural Basketball
Tournament at Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse Sunday.
Clutch, the Class B cham

pions of the MSC intramaural
tournament the week before,
led throughout the game until
the final minute of regulation
play when Lee Gunlikson tallied
to make it 52-52 with 1:11 left.
Harvey Rude, junior from
Dalton, Minn., sank two free
thorws with :22 left to give
Clutch the lead again 54-52.
Then Glen Trygstad, junior

SUPB
Presents

Lazy Bill Lucas
NEW COFFEE HOUSE

Friday And
Saturday Night
Feb. 18-19 — 9-11 P.M.

Admission Free To MSC Students
25' For General Admission

While Studying For Finals
Take A Break And Go To
Specializing In

+ USDA CHOICE STEAKS
+ LUNCHEONS + DINNERS
+ HEARTY SANDWICHES
America's Favorite Family Restaurants

1130 28th Ave. South Moorhead

STOP
-N-

GO

10 LOCATIONS

1

I FOODS |"

"t

GROCERIES
MONEY ORDER
BREAD
MILK
FROZEN FOOD

432 10th St. South
Moorhead
OPEN 24 HOURS

TRY OUR
DRY
CLEANING
SERVICE

SNACKS
MEAT
CIGARETTES

24-HOUR SERVICE
GUARANTEED

COLD POP

OPEN

mmmi

DAY

from Pelican Rapids, Minn.,
fouled Tom Varichak. Varichak
missed the first free throw of a
one-and-one situation, but Steve
Nelson grabbed the rebound
and ended the regulation time
with a 54-54 tie.
Gunlikson was fouled in the
overtime with 1:54 left (two
minute overtimes were played).
He missed both shots, but
snatched the rebound and
popped in a 15-foot jumper for a
56-54 lead.
Trygstad missed a corne
jumper with :40 left, but Clutch
got another chance to tie the
game when Churchill threw the
ball out of bounds. Clutch failed
to score, Nelson rebounded for
Churchill and Doug Sorvik
salted the victory way with :09
left on a short jump shot.
Clutch broke away from a 9-9
tie early in the first half and
sailed to a 25-17 lead with less
than four minutes to play.
Clutch led at half time, 29-25.
Clutch continued their great
outside shooting in the second
half and built up 10 and 12 point
leads.

Nelson led the scoring for<

Churchill with 18. Gunlikson
tallied 15. Trygstad led Clutch
with 18 and Dan Amundson a
junior fromPelican Rapids, and
Mark Canton a junior from
Moorhead chipped in with 12
and 11 points.
MSC's All Time Greats
defeated Newman Center of Mark Canton, a player on Clutch, passes around an NDSU player
NDSU 67-54 for third Dlace All*, om Churchill Hall in the championship game of the first TriTime' Greats had balanceco,,ege Extramural Tournament,
scoring with five players in
dpuble
from Granite Falls, tallied 16.
Mike Bentson scored 21 for
Newman Center.
The three-day tournament
included 16 teams from the
three area schools with ConcQrdia and NDSU entering five
ancTMSCLsix.
ConcordiaTgaros failed to win
any of their first round games
depending on the practice
On the first occasion of in
as four NDSU a*id four MSC tramural tennis this year, three
schedule of the varsity tennis
teams triumphed.
team.
nets were set up, but it proved to
An all tournament team was be not enough for the 25 or more
Lists and cards of dates and
s e l e c t e d b y t o u r n a m e n t students that attended.
times that Nemzek will be open
manager Dan Purcell. Selected
for tennis, will be available on
As a result of the outstanding
to the team were Gunlikson,
request from the main office or
turnout, Purcell will expand to 5
Trygstad, Smogard, Amundson
in the field house while the nets
nets, 2 doubles courts and 3
a n d N e l s o n . T r y g s t a d w a s singles, and limit the playing
are being used.
named the tournament's Most time of each pair to 45 minutes.
Purcell has set up two more
Valuable Player.
Gunlikson scored the most
Students are reminded by nets, limited the playing time of
points during the tournament Dan Purcell to bring their each pair and requested the use
with 81, including two 26 point tennis rackets back with them of the field house as often as
performances. Trygstad was from quarter break, for the
the second leading scorer with number of times that indoor possible, so he urges the
75. Trygstad scored the most tennis will be available are students to make the best
points in one game during the g r o w i n g m o r e a n d m o r e possible use of the great op
portunity that he has provided.
tournament when he scored 36 numerous.
against Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Students must register in
during the quarter final action.
advance at the main office of
He had 28 points in the second Nemzek if they wish to reserve
a court for a specific time slot.
half of that game.
The time is set up for use by
Results for the three-days are MSC students only, and ID
Intramural volleyball for men
below:
cards will be reauired.
has been postponed one week.
First Round: All Time
Greats, 55; Alpha Tau Omega
For the month of February Registration deadline has been
(NDSU), 49; Mountaineers, 44; the field hose will be open for for Friday by 5 p.m. Com
Concordia No. 4, 37; The Tekes, tennis on the 14,15, 17, 21, 23, 24, petition will begin Monday.
42; Church, 75; Theta Chi 28, and 29 from 6:30-10:00.
All games will be played in
(NDSU) — 60; Concordia No. 3
Nemzek 161. All team rosters
— 55; Clutch — 50, Concordia
Beginning spring quarter the must include 10 names. Six
No. 2 — 48; Sigma Alpha Ep field house will open every playes can be used at one time
silon (NDSU) — 58; Rangers — M o n d a y , W e d n e s d a y a n d with free substitution. All
52; Newman Center (NDSU) — Friday from 7-9 and 4-11 every games will be 15 points.
62; Concordia No. 1 — 49; e v e n i n g , p o s s i b l y m o r e
Magnificent 9 — 49; Concordia
No. 5 — 39.

intramural tennis
expands for Spring

volleyball
postponed

Second Round: All Time
Greats — 70; Mountaineers —
51; Churchill — 62; Theata Chi
— 37; Clutch — 85; SAE — 69;
Newman Center — 74;
Magnificent 9 — 52.
Third Round: Churchill — 71;
All Time Greats — 51; Clutch —
58; Newman Center — 56.
Championship: Churchill —
58; Clutch — 54 (ot); All Time
Greats — 67; Newman Center —
54 (erd).

THE KEG
620 2nd AVE. N, FARGO
235-2102

THE LOWEST BEER
PRICES IN TOWN.
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MSC invades St. Cloud; prepares for tourney
Another Dragon wrestling
season is almost completed, as
Coach Bill Garland prepares his
team for the Northern In
tercollegiate
Conference
tournament at St. Cloud, Minn.
Wednesday, Feb. 23.
Following the loss to Bemidji
State College last Saturday,
Moorhead State posts a 3-6-1
dual meet record. Not available
at press time was thp result of
the non-conference meeting
meeting with nationally ranked
North Dakota Sate University
Wednesday evening.

The sole opponent remaining
on the schedule are the St. Cloud
Huskies, who defeated the
Dragons 19-15 last season. The
meet with the Huskies will be
held at St. Cloud Feb. 17, and
will allow the Dragons a week of
rest before making their bid for
the fourth NIC championship in
MSC's history.
The dragons have captured
the conference championship as
a team in 1965,1968 and 1969, but
have placed individual
wrestlers in national com
petition on numerous other
occasions.

Last season the Dragons
placed fourth in the NIC, with
Winona State College capturing
first place honors. For the first
time in ten years, Moorhead
State failed to bring home an
individual championship.
Placing highest for die MSC
grapplers were Glenn Herman
who settled in third place and
two-time national placewinner
Bill Corbin, who finished
second in his weight class at 177
lbs.
The Dragons, who have had
more than their share of
problems this year, will receive

their most challenge from 197071 champion Winona, and
Bemidji and St. Cloud, who
placed second and third
respectively.
Sure to be in the running for
the Dragons will be such names
as Herman, Bowlsby, Conjar,
Goeden and Koehler.
Regardless of this season's
outcome, Garland will boast an
experienced team next year,
with no one being lost to
graduation.

one-on-one
l< l< I"111*Y1
VU M.J.

j

ONE ON ONE BB TOURNEY
Moorhead State College intramurals program will sponsor
two 1-on-l basketball tour
naments, one to be held during
half-time of the varsity game
with Minnesota-Morris, and the
other to be held Feb. 24 at 7 in
the small Nemzek gym.

FREE SIX-PAK
OF COKE
With Gas Fill-up While
Quantity Lasts

NEIL'S BROOKDALE
TK!¥

I bArivU

U.S. 75 & 32 ND. AVE. SO.
MOORHEAD —236-6558

JAKE'S CHAMPLIN
SERVICE
14th & Main Avenue
5 Blocks North of MSC
233-0866
TOWING AND STARTING SERVICE/
MECHANIC ON DUTY

OPEN EVENINGS
MSC wrestler Glenn Herman (in the white
trunks) gained a draw with the present NAIA
champion from Bemidji last Saturday,

'Ruf\ superstition and
machine-like precision
avoided black cats, or mumbled
Dropping a sphere 30 inches more on it."
The second-year starter lists a single "abracadabra" to date
in circumference into a hoop 18
. . .
. . .
inches in diameter is a fairly s u p e r s t i t i o n a s a n o t h e r p o r t i o n
of his mental makeup. "I - although it may occur in the
simple process, as any first, ,
- •••'
future,
year physics student will always take three dnbDies,
bring the ball over my head and
"All I know is that at Tech,
profess.
But put that hooop fifteen feet extend it in front of my body, all when I had all four weekend
away and ten feet in the air and the while keeping mv ind^v misses, I wasn't bringing the
that task becomes a trifle more finger on the "I" ™ tne ball over my head. I think it's a
combination of superstition and
difficult. Mix a screaming trademark
However, Retherford hasn't a relaxing, rhythmatic patcrowd and game tension, stir
lightly, and you have the f r e q u e n t e d v o o d o o d o c t o r s , ' t e r n ^ " ^ ^ — — —
pressures in making a free
We Specialize in Custom Paint
throw in college basketball.
And for Moorhead State's Dan
and Fiberglass Bodies
Retherford, the pressure has
been intensified after he began
leading the nation's small
colleges in free throw per
centage a month ago.
Through the first 19 games,
the junior guard had canned 75
of 80 gift shots for a gaudy .938
FREE ESTIMATES
clip. But the Franklin, Ohio
native slipped over the past
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102
weekend, dropping just 8 of 12
for a present rate of .902.
"I think the pressure finally
got to me this past weekend,"
Retherford stated "I've been
receiving quite a bit of publicity
about it and it started getting to
me at Michigan Tech when they
gave me the silent treatment."
"Ruf's" machine-like
precision has included games of
14 and 10 free throws without a
miss.
But the 5-10 sharpshooter is
more than a piece off the
assembly line, arcing 15 foot
shot after 15 foot shot, as wit
nessed by his team leding
average of 19 points per game.
2 PAIRS OF PANTS DRY CLEANED
Retherford attributes a
combination of reasons for his
AND PRESSED FORSOcONLY
success. "First of all, I have a
REGULAR: 79c A PAIR
year more experience. I've also
GOOD THROUGH MONTH OF FEBRUARY
ihad more chances to shoot
because I've been expected to
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU!
carry more of the scoring load
207, South 17th Street, 233-9870
this year. But the main rason is
that I've been concentrating

TfontkweAt
AUTO BODY
Dial 232-2703

For Your
Personal Care
For Your Clothes It's

BALLINGER

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
BY STEVE POLLACH
Tuesday, February 22
7:00p.m.
Room 110, Biology Hall Aud., MSC

CASH
PAID FOR
BOOKS
BRING TO
MSC BOOKSTORE
•••••••••••*•••

FEBRUARY

25th, 28th, 29th

